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Successful Smart Building Startup Snuk Opens Up New Business
Areas
WATTx’ (a venture builder powered by the Viessmann Group) spin-off company
successfully established in the market
New investor BEWATEC opens up access to health sector
Hospital operators and patients benefit from improved infrastructure
BERLIN, 19.4.2018 - Snuk, WATTx’ first spin-off company, has gained a new
investor with BEWATEC. In the course of the new cooperation of both companies,
the platform for IoT communication will now also be employed in the hospital
environment.

IoT Infrastructure Platform for more comfort and more efficient
building management
Snuk has set itself the target of building the IoT infrastructure platform of the
future. Through individually designed infrastructures, different systems and
applications within a building complex – also from different providers – can be
seamlessly linked with each other. By doing so, the building management is
optimised while significantly increasing transparency for operators.
After having successfully implemented pilot projects in big office and factory
buildings, Snuk takes the next step in their cooperation with BEWATEC.
BEWATEC is considered an industry leader in point-of-care communication for
clinics and hospitals and was the first company to embed the integration of
processes around the point of care in modern patient entertainment solutions.
Currently existing solutions developed by Snuk include smart energy
management through the integration of state-of-the-art sensors for controlling
the lighting and heating. Now, BEWATEC and Snuk want to create synergies and
in particular provide the opportunity to considerably save energy within oldestablished hospital structures in a simple manner.
With this project, WATTx demonstrates how with a committed team and a proper
organisational framework, a successful collaboration between company builders
as well as innovative, forward-thinking companies becomes a reality.
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About WATTx
WATTx is a venture builder focused on shaping new and rapidly evolving
industries. WATTx creates deep tech products and companies that solve industrial
problems, with a user-centric approach. The team conducts focused research,
triggering informed solutions that they take from concept to prototype to launch.
Whether it be a new product, division, or autonomous venture, WATTx supports
industrials on their path to innovation. You can find more information at wattx.io.
About BEWATEC
The BEWATEC Kommunikationstechnik GmbH was founded in 1995 as a specialist
for modern entertainment at the patient’s bedside by Philipp Schmelter in Telgte.
Today, they stand for holistic complete solutions in hospitals where hardware and
software work together in perfect unity - from patient-multimedia-terminal, to
patient services, to an IP infrastructure. Find more information at
www.bewatec.com.
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